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        Waterfront Landscapes    


Exquisite retreats built for life
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        Exquisite    


Elevated environments… Landscapes for Life
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        Testimonials    

        What CLients Say    
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                We could see as Joe walked around, he just has that rare gift to envision a finished landscape before a single rock is turned.
        
    
        
        
                The Ballards put their complete faith in Joe and the Anderson team. The result was a completely reimagined landscape with new lawn areas welcoming paths and cascading floral walls. The Ballards say not only do they enjoy it everyday, but that they have neighbors constantly telling them how much they enjoy it as well.

CLYDE AND RUTH BALLARD
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                He has a feel for rock, for natural setting and then fusing it into an architectural statement.
        
    
        
        
                DR. ROBERT JANKELSON, TSILLAN CELLARS
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                I liken him to an artist with a track hoe.
        
    
        
        
                LAURA MRACHEK, ST LAURENT WINERY
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 Anderson Landscaping

    

    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
        
        
    
        
        
                Anderson Landscaping is led by Joe Anderson, a third-generation landscape designer and builder with a rare ability to understand the needs of his customers and envision environments that will transform and enhance their lives. He has been described as an “artist with a backhoe,” and brings unparalleled creativity, advanced techniques and meticulous attention to detail to every project.
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                CALL: 509-665-4916 - EMAIL US

        
        
        

                
                
            
        
    



    
        
            
                
            
            
                                                
                
                    

        
        
        
    
        
        
                We specialize in creating custom outdoor living spaces for our clients. Please call when you are ready for us to design and build something for you.
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